
 

Gorsewood Primary School 
Behaviour Policy – Child Friendly 

 

In our school, all children have the right to feel safe, valued and respected and free to 
learn without disruption from others. 
 

Our school rules are: 
 

Be Your Best self! 

Be Safe Be Ready Be Resilient Be Respectful Be Reflective 

 
These are displayed in all classrooms and around school.  These rules are important 
and will help you with your learning and behaviour both in school and out of school.   
 

Adults will also use TEAM STOP by raising their hand to get your attention.  If this 
happens, you need to stop what you are doing, raise your arm and look at the adult. 
 

All of the adults in school know what these rules are and they have also been shared 
with your adults at home.   
 

There are rewards for children who follow the rules and show they are making good 
choices.  There are also consequences for children who don’t follow the rules. 
 

What happens if I don’t follow the rules? 
 

1. You will be given a friendly reminder to help you make the right choice 
2. You will be given a warning and reminder about consequences 
3. You will be given some time out – ‘brain break’ or ‘under the cloud’ 
4. You will have to work away from your classroom and there could be a 

consequence (missing part of break, sitting somewhere different) 
5. You will need to see the head teacher and your adults at home will be told 

 
Happy School 

 

We want our school to be a happy school where you have lots of strategies to use 
when things go wrong or you are in a tricky situation.  These phrases will help you: 
 

Get in your power zone Look at the other side Maintain your biosphere 

Keep your pool positive 3, 2, 1 Just do it! Can you bat it away? 
 

Remember it is always important to tell an adult if someone’s behaviour has made 
you unhappy and hurt your feelings.  Sometimes adults can help to quickly sort out 
friendship problems or arguments over games.  
 

At Gorsewood, we have a zero tolerance approach to bullying behaviour and it is 
always important to tell an adult if you are being bullied or know if someone else is.  


